
 

Swim Meet Information 

When and Where?  

Our Swim Meet schedule with when and where is located directly on our website, under Resources Tab under Event/ Docs. 

Here you will find Meet Information, Warm Up Schedule and Psyche Sheet and Timeline once it is posted. Prior to being posted 

to the website Coach Korey will email it directly to all emails associated with your account.  

What time do they start and how long will they last? 

Warm ups typically begin an hour prior to the meet. Coaches will ask swimmers to arrive ten to fifteen minutes prior to warmup 

to ensure they find their coaches, get set up, and figure out their events prior to warm ups starting. The meet time line will give 

you a projected timeline for how long the meet will last; it will also give you an idea of when your swimmer will be swimming 

based on event.  

What group is my child in? 

Blue Group – Blue Sky, Blue Marine, Blue Royal  

Black Group- Black Delta, Black Beta, Black Sigma 

What happens during a thunderstorm at a meet? 

In the event of a thunderstorm, a meet may be temporarily delayed. Swimmers & Families will be asked to clear the pool deck 

and return to their cars until it is safe to restart the meet. Games, books and movies in the car are especially good distractions 

during these times.  

What do we need to bring?  

The 4 basics, of course– swimsuit, goggles, swim cap, and a towel.  At some meets it is helpful for your swimmer to have a 

Loungers or deck chairs to set up, but due to crowd size, this may not always be available, so we encourage you to bring your 

own chairs. Also encouraged are coolers for drinks and snacks. All meets will sell concessions (selections may vary by pool, but 

typically include some type of dinner items, as well as chips, fruit, candy and drinks), so cash is preferred. Games, coloring 

books or toys without small parts are helpful in providing distraction for little ones during long waits. The pool is NOT open for 

recreational swimming during meets. 

How will I know what events my child is swimming? 

 A heat sheet will be available and distributed via email for your review before arriving at the meet. Hard copy printed heat 

sheets will be available at the meet for you. We encourage arm (or leg) markings on each swimmer with this information. 

 

 

Enfinity Designated Seating Area  

We ask for parent volunteers to man this area at every one of our swim meets. Parents will sign up for a specific age group and 

these parents will ensure children are safe and will help gather them for upcoming events to take to the Clerk of Course 

designated area. Coaches will assist swimmers from there to the start line before their events. 


